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In case of a short-circuit, whcrc also a ;:;ero-sequence current flo,\'s through 
the fault, the distribution of the zero-sequcncc current fllywing from thc ground 
wires to earth yaries in the yicinity of the fault. The types of faults in a system 
,I-ith effcctiycly grounded ncutrals are thc single-phase and double-phase-to-
ground faults. 
AccOl'ding to the fault statistics of the 120 and 220 kY national grid, 
the most frequently occmring type of fault is the single-phase-to-ground one 
(e.g. due to flashoyers of insulator strings). In these cases one part of the zero-
sequence fault current flows directly into the earth through the steel structure 
of the transmission-line to-wer directly affected by the fault, 'I-hile the other 
part passcs through the steel structure of the same tower into the ground wire 
(or wircs) and is distributed in either direction of the line. In case of flashoyers 
the impedance across the faulty linc and ground wires is practically cqual to 
that of the arc, -while het,reen the faulty line and earth a somewhat higher 
resistance, i.e. the grounding resistance of the tower is inscrted. Thus, in the 
span adjacent to the faulty tower thc current flowing in the ground wires is 
higher and, rcceding from the faulty tower, gradually decreases to a definite 
value referred to in the follo-wings as steady-state -ualue. 
The difference of currents flowing in the ground wires in any two adjacent 
spans is equal to the cmrent flowing into the earth through the tower. This 
current is called tOll:er-current. The section of the transmission line along 'which 
the yalue of zero-sequence current yaries from span to span is called the section 
-Leith end-effect. The extension of this section is not exactly known and only 
estimated values exist. 
When instead of a line termination the fault occurs at an intermediate 
tower and the line is fed from one side, the end-effect appears not only in the 
section lying on the side of the feeding point, but also on the side opposite to 
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the feeding point. Obviously in that case the steady-state value to which the 
current in the ground wire decays is equal to zero. 
N 0 theoreti~al difficulties are encountered in determining the length 
of the section with end-effect and the values of tower-currents, especially when 
the faulty line is sufficiently long to permit the circuit carrying the fault cur-
rent to be considered as being terminated by their charactcristic impedances. 
In such cases these circuits may be treated as ladder networks and all para-
meters can be determined by means of the methods developed in the thcory 
of communication techniques. 
Although requiring considerably more calculation work, in principle, 
it is possible to determine the current distribution between ground ,,,ire and 
earth for each span of the section with end-effect. Thc calculation should be 
started from the faulty tower, and the tower currents for cach tower can, one 
by one, be determined. 
These kinds of calculations are not only tedious and subjected to possible 
numerical errors, but their reliability is also doubtful, due to the following 
practical reasons: 
a) to keep the extent of calculation work ,~·ithin reasonable limits some 
neglections affecting accuracy must be introduced; 
b) the errors in the basic data (e.g. soil conductivity, grounding resist-
ance of towers, etc.) may be considerable; 
c) the factors determining the current distribution (e.g. self-impedance 
of ground wires, mutual impendancc between ground wircs, phase conductors 
and earth, grounding resistance of towcrs, ctc.) may show random variations 
according to site and time; 
d) the effect of local inhomogeneities (e.g. contact resistance between 
ground wires and towers, soil inhomogeneities, prcsence of grounded metallic 
objects, such as near by railway lines, etc.) cannot be taken into account 
because of the difficulties of their asseSSment and to the variability of these 
inhomogeneities. 
The picture which can be obtained by calculation yields qualitative in-
formation only: it is inadequate for finding definite answers to questions either 
on power transmission or interference problems. Neither the sporadic refer-
ences supply sufficient information for practical use, not to mention the diffi-
culties in trying to adapt these informations to our local conditions, for lack 
of practice in this field. 
Therefore, it seemed advisable to clear up the conditions by means of 
field measurements. It is obvious that the results of a single series of measure-
ments cannot be generalized and, hence, no attempt is made to draw conclusions 
valid for all cases. Instead, an endeavour ·was made to fill up the qualitative 
picture with practical data. The paper is, therefore, restricted to the 
description of the measurements performed. 
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1. Objectives of the measurements 
The objectives of the measurements may be summarized as follows: 
a) Determination of the extension of the section with end-effect for an arti-
ficial fault produced in the middle of an oyerhead line and supplied from one 
end. 
b) The relative values of currents flowing in the ground wire within the 
section with end-effect, related to the steady-state ground-wire current (flow-
ing in the middle of the faulty line section) and to the total zero-sequence 
current. 
c) The effect of specific soil resistivity and grounding resistance of to·w-
ers on the magnitude of currents. 
d) Assessing the accuracy of a practical method based on Cars on's 
theory and used for computing the zero-sequence impedances. 
e) Determination of the average screening factor within the section with 
end-effect and being of importance with respect to the interference imposed on 
communication lines. 
2. Connections for the measurement 
a) For the purpose of producing the zero-sequence current between the 
feeding point and the artificial fault the use of a de-icing transformer seemed 
most practicable. Among the 120 k V single-circuit oyerhead transmission 
lines fed from Ajka Power Station the Ajka-Sojtor line was selected as being 
the most suitable with respect to both system operating conditions and those 
of the measurement. 
The line was supplied from the outdoor station of the Ajka Power Plant 
through a de-icing transformer. This unit having a ratio of 19/10.5 kV was fed 
from the 10.5 kV busbars, thus a voltage of 5.8 kV was obtained across the 
10.5 kY terminals of the transformer. This voltage was connected bet"\\'een one 
phase of the selected overhead line and ground at the feeding point in Ajka. 
The connection diagrams are shown in Figs. I and 2. 
b) As the site of the artificial fault one of the anchor towers (Tower No. 
132) of the transmission line was chosen. The distance between the feeding 
point and this anchor tower was 30.7 km. Here the phase conductors were 
disconnected and the middle conductor, chosen for symmetrical reasons, 
was metallic ally connected to the ground wires and to the tower. 
c) The measurements for each span were performed on the line section 
between the towers of No. 119 and No. 138, over a length of about 5 kilometres. 
d) In the middle of the "faulty" section between Ajka and Sumeg addi-
tional measurements were made to obtain the steady-state value of current 
flowing in the ground wires. 
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Fig. 1. Connection diagram of the current supply for the measurement 
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Fig. 2. Connection diagram of the supply end at Ajka Power Station 
3. Calculation of currents 
a) Based on Appendix 2, the resultant impedance - without comidering 
the earthing of ground wires at each tower - is 27.4 ohms. 
The voltage at the terminals of the de-icing tram:fonner on the overhead-
line side at the Ajka Po-wer Station was 5.97 kV. 
Thus, the computed vdue of the current flowing through the overhead 
line "was 
5970 
I = = 218 amp. 
27.4 
b) The steady-state value of the current flowing in the ground wire':; 
ean also be determined hy calculation. 
Establishing the voltage equations, for the phase conductor: 
II = I . ZIJC -i- 2Ig • ZUg , 
and for an equivalent conductor, by ·which, duc to the s·ymI1lctrical condi-
tions, the two ground wires may be substituted: 
0=1 Z,;m 
hence, 
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(the negative sign indicating the opposite current-directions) and disregarding 
the phase angle: 
2 0.324 = 0.1345 = 13A5~o 
I Zog i 2.41 
thus, each of the ground ·wires carries 6.72 per cent of the calculated current 
(218 amp), i.e. 
I 
Ig = 14.6 amp. 
The above values 'I ill later be compared with the measured values. 
Explanation of symbols used in the voltage equations: 
(zero-sequence) fault current flowing in the phase conductor; 
Ig current flowing in each ground wire; 
zuc zero-sequence self-impedance of each phase conductor; 
Zom zero-sequence mutual impedance between phase condactor amI 
ground wires; 
zero-sequence self-impedance of ground Wll"es. 
The calculation of impedances is given in Appendix 2. 
4. :Measured magnitudes 
Cl) The fault current (injected cunent) 'I-as measured at the feeding point. 
b) The same current was also measured at Towcr ::\0. 132 bv means of 
cunellt transformers mounted in the tie-conductors connecting the middle 
phase conductor to each ground wire. 
c) The tie-conductors and connections were ananged at Tower ::\0. 
132 so as to permit, hy means of cable-type cunent transformers, the measure-
ment of currents flowing iT! the ground lcires to'I-ards Ajka and S6jt6r, as ·well 
as that passing directly into the ground through the top of each to·wer. 
d) The ground wires were released and isolated from the clamp fittings 
at the towers of Ko. 119 to ::\0. 138. Then, by means of cable-type current trans-
formers mounted in the jumpers, set up het,,-een each ground wire and the 
tower, the tolrer currents were llleasured. 
e) At Tower ::\0. 58 lying in the middle of the investigated line-section 
the steady-state currents were llleasured hy means of cunent transformers 
mounted into the ground wires. 
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For measuring the to\,-er currents and those flowing in Lhe ground wires 
a great number of current transformers with low inserted impedance -were re-
quired. The low inserted impedance of these current transformers had to be 
specified to minimize the effect of the measurement on the current distribu-
tion. For this purpose suitably modified loading coils used for communication 
cables were adopted. The inserted impedance of these loading coils, when used 
as cable-type current transformers, is 10-,j ohms. 
5. Works performed on the towers 
a) TOlcer No. 182 with artificial fault 
At Tower Ko. 132 all three phase-conductors were disconnected on the 
Sojtor side. 
Between the middle phase-conductor and cach of the two ground wires 
metallic connections were established and current transformers were inserted 
Fig. 3. Schematic layout of connections at the tower with artificial fault 
<l- --<> 
ground wire 
I 
-<> 
phaSe conducto~ 
Fig. 4. Side-view sketch of the tower with artificial fault 
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into these tie-connections. The schematic layout of connection is shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The actual arrangement can be seen on the photograph of Fig. 5. 
Both ground -wires had to be isolated from the to'wer; and the current-
carrying tie-connections of the ground wires had to be separatpd from the 
tower tops. 
Fig. 5. Actual arrangement of artificial fault connections and mounting of current 
transformers on the tower 
A middle-phase conductor 
B current transformers 
C connection between middle-phase and current transformer 
D connection between cnrrent transformer and gronnd wire 
At each tO'1 er top a four-branched node was established and the current 
1n each branch was measured. 
The arrangement of the fittings and conductors is shown in Fig. 6, whilc 
the yiew of the tower during mounting can be seen in Fig. 7. 
h) Suspension tot/JeTS 
The serial numbers of towcrs inyoh"ed in thc measurement towards Ajka 
'were as follows: No. 119 to No. 131, i.e. thirteen towers; those towards Sojtor: 
::\"0. 133 to No. 138, i.e. six towers. 
A t all of the suspension towers mentioned the ground wires had to be 
remored from their clamp fittings mounted on the tower tops. 
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r 
Fig. 6. Detailed arrangement of fittings and connections at the to,,"er top with artificial fault. 
A middle-phase conductor 
B current transformer 
C connection between middle-phase 
conductor and ground wire 
D ground wire 
E single-disc insnlator 
F fitting 
G cable-type current transformer 
H = tie-conductor 
Fig. i. }Iounting work performed on the tower with artificial fault 
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Between each grolllld wire and clamp fitting an insulation was inserted, 
so at these points no currcnt could flow from the ground wire to the tower. 
For the measurement of the current flowing from the ground wire into 
the tower, i_e. the tower current, each ground ·wire was connected to the tower 
through a flexible tie-conductor. The mounting arrangement used is giyen in 
Fig. 8. 
c) Tower .:.\'0. 58 
This tower is 13.2 kilometres from the feeding point Ajka and from pre-
yious soil resistiyity measurements it ·was assumed that in this section the 
Fig. 8. Side-yiew sketch of suspension tower tops 
_-\ ground wire 
B ~able-type current transformer 
C insula tor 
D connecting cable 
9. Detailed arrangement of connections at top of Towcr ::\0. 58 
A ground wirc 
B tie-conductor 
C connecting fitting 
D cahle-typ~ curreI~t tran;-±'ormcr 
E single-disc insulator 
steady-state yalue of ground-wirc current was attained, i.c. no current was 
flo·wing through the tower structures to carth. During mounting one of the 
t·wo connecting fittings of each grounding ·wire ·was replaced hy a single-disc 
insulator: the jumpers of ground wires had also to he diseonnccted from the 
to·wers. Each jumper was equippcd ·with a cable-type current transformer 
(Fig. 9). 
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6. Results of measurements 
a) .lVleasuremellts at TOlcer No. 132 
During each of the test periods the distribution of currents at the "faulty" 
tower No. 132 was measured. The values obtained are summarized in Table 1. 
Table I 
Current distribution at the faulty tower Ko 132 
1. 1 Test period 
2. Current fed-in at Ajka (amp) ........ . 
3. At Tozrer So. 132: 
RighH-ide current (amp) .......... . 
Left-side current (amp) ........... . 
Total (amp) .................... . 
.1. all the ridzt side: 
Current flowing into the tower (amp) 
Current towards Ajka (amp) ...... . 
Current towards Siijtijr (amp) ..... . 
Total (amp) ..................... . 
:;. all the l~rt side: 
Current flowing into the tower (amp) 
Current towards Ajka (amp) ...... . 
Current to\mrds Scijtiir (amp) ..... . 
Total (amp) ..................... . 
6. Total of right-side and left-side cur-
rent,. (amp) ..................... . 
1. :1. 
225.6 226.6 228.8 
113.0 113.2 113.6 113.0 
11·1.·1 115.0 llS.O ll2.S 
227.:1 228.2 228.6 225.8 
2.';..t 2·IA 2·U 
;:;:;.0 :;5.6 55..! 
:31.6 32.4 :32.4 
1I2.0 112.l 1I2.2 
27.1 25.5 
49.8 ·j.8.6 
32.5 .,c>.:) 
109.4 107.6 
221.·1 220.0 
25.9 
·1,3.-1 
:3:3.:; 
107.8 
220.0 
:;7 . .1 
57.5 
39.5 
124.5 
26.1 
55.0 
34.7 
lIS.S 
2·W.3 
113.2 
112.6 
22.:;.3 
2:.-l 
56..! 
38.1 
121.9 
26.7 
:;4·.0 
:34.2 
1l·1.9 
236.8 
6. 
223.:2 
113.0 
112.1 
225.-1 
50.1 
37.9 
121.~ 
26.7 
53.8 
3:3.9 
1l·L4 
23:;.7 
First the table indicates the current readings taken at Ajka Power 
Station. The next row contains the !:urrents measured by means of the current 
transformers mounted on the to'wer and also the sum of these currents. The 
maximum deviation of the sums of currents from the readings taken at Ajka 
is 0.98 per cent. 
The designations "left" and "right" used here and in the folIo'wing al-
"ways refer to the ground wire fitted to the respectiYe side of the tower looking 
t01fUrd the feeding point. 
In the next two rows the distribution of currents flowing in the indicated 
directions, i.e. towards Ajka, SojtOr and into the tower, respectively, as well 
as their sums are sho"wn. The last row of the table contains the sum of all 
currents. The difference in this sum and the fed-in current yaried between 
1.85 and 5.55 per cent. 
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b) .iVleasurement of tower currents; computation and measurement of currents 
flowing Ln the ground wires 
The readings could not be taken at the towers simultaneously, because 
the measuring instruments had to be transferred from place to place. Never-
theless, there was no need to relate these values to a common reference basis, 
since - as it may be seen from the 2nd row of Table I - the deviations of 
the readings taken at different times remained within the range of measuring 
errors. 
The measurements were not extended to explore phase conditions, thus 
the current values were treated as algabraic and not as vector quantities. This 
procedure is fully justified by the data of Table I, showing that the maximum 
deviation between the sum of branch currents and the current fed into the 
circuit at Ajka is 5.55 per cent. 
By successive subtraction of the measured tower currents from that flow-
ing at Tower No. 132 into the ground wire toward Ajka and Sojtor, respectively, 
the current values flo·wing in the ground wires in each span could be determin-
ed by calculation. The result of this calculation is listed in Table Il and Ill, 
further in Fig. 10. 
Table IT 
To\\-er currents and ground-wire currents in the line section on the side towards Ajka 
Re~istnnce of Ground-\',,"ire currents 
Serial to\ ... ·cr TO'wer current (amp) Serial (amp) 
",,0. of grounding i :\0. of calculated from 
to\,,'crs (ohm') spans the tower currents 
right left right left total right left total 
i 
i ! 
132. 3.0 13.0 25.00 26.00 51.00 
1. 56.50 S4.50 111.00 
131. 4.0 4.0 16.35 13.70 35.0S 
2. 40.15 35.30 75.95 
130. 11.0 13.0 10.40 7.15 17.55 
3. 29.75 28.65 58,40 
129. 9.0 9.0 4.55 6.00 10.55 
4. 25.20 22.65 ,17.85 
128. 15.0 18.0 3.05 3.95 7.00 
5. 22.15 18.70 40.85 
127. 13.0 10.0 2.65 2.85 5.50 
6. 19.50 15.8.'5 35.35 
126. 10.0 8.0 2.20 2,45 4.65 
7. 17.30 13.40 30.70 
125. 8.5 8.5 2.10 0.90 3.00 
8. 15.20 12.50 27.70 
124·. 12.0 13.0 US US 2.90 
9. 13.75 11.05 24.80 
123. 6.0 6.0 0.70 0.20 0.90 
10. 13.05 10.85 23.90 
122. 19.0 23.0 0.25 0.25 0.50 
11. 12.80 10.60 23.40 
121. 16.0 15.0 
12. 12.80 10.60 23.40 
120. 13.S 12.0 
13. 12.80 10.60 23,40 
119. 19.5 25.0 
Serial number of IGlvers 119. 120. 121 122. 123. 124. 125. 126 127 128. 129. 130. 131 132, 133. IJiI 135 136 137 138. 
C'1f:'%~hJ~j;:k1!4) - ta60. 10.60. 10.60. 10.85 11,05 12,50. 13,'{0. 15.85 18,70. 22,65 28,65 35.80. 5'1.50. 33,0.0. 2M5 17,80. 1Q35 6,65 5.55 3,/5 lefi-side ground Ivire 
Current sum of boIL2JW4- 23j0.4- 23jo.4- 2JjO<J- 2J.!)1]<J- 2~80.4- 27.7O<J- 3a70." 35354- fta85<J- .7,854- 54ftO<J- 75,954- 1110.0.4- -<>65a -<>550.5 -<>35,fto. -<>19,j5 -1>1165 -!>!l30. !>11,35 right-side ground Ivire 
~~~ ~~~=~~~~~~~~~.~~~~m~ 
Current of r~ghl-sJde __ ;;;, l:::::I C) lr)~ I i;! C) -."1' 'I t§ '1 I t;"J _ 1(') ~ <:::> ~ t:::l ~ l"': \{} ~ le) '-l; 
ground Ivlre/amp) ..... 21 ~ <::IF ~<::j ~ J- ~ ~. Q:5~ ~. ~ c:rt'-; :"1-- 8 ~~~...: \<"1('..: ~ ~.-: ~ 
TO/ver currents (ampr c::::; t::J c:::; c::i - ('..j "i C'\J t"'» ~. - ~ ~ tc) Q) Q.j 
G d··/ 25 12 15 23 6 13 8,5 8 /0 18 9 13 I{ 13 35 15 /0 10 27 n? raun mg reslS ances ~. T 
of IOIver5 (ohm) 1.9,5 /3j /6 19 6 /2 tl5 /0. /3 /5 9 11 It 8 Ita ta5 ~I/ /0 )27 ? 
Sum of/DIver ~ 
currenls (amp) aGo. 
/iJka--
I' v 
aGo ~ ~ aGo 0.50. ~ 0.90 ~ 2,90 ~ 3,00 ~ 11,65 ~ 5,50. ~ 7,0.0. ~ ~ 10,55 17,55 ~ ~ ~ ~ 35,0.5 51,0.0. 9,95 19,65 
faull 
iToI,'er No132/ 
~ 
15,95 
~ 
7,80. 
~ 
2,35 
~ 
'1,95 
- Sdj/dr 
Fig. 10. Grollndinf( resistance of Lowers, Lower ctlrr('ntH and f(l'Ound-wire currents in the vicinity of t1w fault 
w 
o 
G. 
:-< 
c" 
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Table III 
Tower-currents and ground-wire currents in the line section on the side towards Sojtor 
Resistance of Ground*\ ... lre currents 
Serial tower Tov.-er current (amp) Serial (amp) 
;-'-0. of groU!lding ;-'-0. of calculated from 
to,vers ; (ohms) spans the tower currents 
right left right left total right left total 
132. 8.0 13.0 25.00 26.00 51.00 
1. 32.00 33.00 65.00 
133. .1,0.0 35.0 5.-±0 -L55 9.95 
2. 26.60 28.45 55.05 
13.1,. 10.5 15.0 9.00 10.65 19.65 
3. 17.60 17.80 35.40 
135. 11.0 10.0 8.50 7.45 15.95 
4. 9.10 10.35 19.45 
136. 10.0 10.0 .1,.10 3.70 7.80 
5. 5.00 6.65 11.65 
137. 27.0 27.0 1.25 1.l0 2.35 
6. 3.65 5.55 9.30 
138. 7.0 7.0 2.55 2.40 .1,.95 
7. 1.20 3.15 4.35 
Table H contains the current readings obtained for the section between 
Tower No. 132 and Ajka, while Table HI gives the respective readings for the 
section towards Soj tOr. The grounding resistances of the towers are also indi-
cated in the same tables. The measurement of the latter resistances was per-
formed closely before the current readings were taken. 
c) lvleasurement of steady-state current at Tower l"Vo. 58 
The readings of ground-wire currents taken by means of installed cur-
rent transformers were as follows: 
on the right-hand side 
on the left-hand side 
total 
7. Conclusions 
13.90 amp, 
13.80 amp, 
27.70 amp. 
a) Length of line section , .. ith end-effect 
If in the line section with end-effect the difference between the currents 
flowing in the spap. adjacent to the "faulty" tower and the steady-state ground-
wire currents is taken as 100 per cent, then in the subsequent spans the per-
centage yalues of difference currents were found as shown in Table IV. 
I t can be seen that under the conditions given the end-effect extended over 
10 spans, i.e. over a length of 2.5 km towards the feeding point and presumably 
over the same length in the opposite direction. As it is apparent from the data 
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Table IV 
Difference with respect to the 5teady~state current 
Serial 1"0. 
of span 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
Line section to"mrds 
Ajka 
amp 
87.60 100.0 
52.55 60.0 
35.00 39.9 
24.45 27.9 
17.405 19.9 
11.95 13.6 
7.30 8.3 
4.30 4.9 
1.40 1.6 
0.50 0.57 
0.00 0.0 
no 
Line section towards 
Sojtor 
55.00 
35.400 
19.405 
11.65 
9.30 
4.35 
reading 
0' 
o 
100.0 
84.5 
54.40 
29.9 
17.9 
14-.3 
6.7 
\\-as taken 
In the line section towards Ajka: 
111.00-23.40 87.60 amp = 100~o 
In the section towards Sojtor: 
65.00-0.00 = 65.00 amp 100~u 
of Table IV, the difference currents flowing in thc ground-wires only slightly 
differ from those of the corrcsponding spans lying in the opposite direction -
especially at some distance from the artificial fault. This means that in the 
10th span towards Sojt6r the ground-wires were practically free of current. 
h) Relative magnitudes of ground-wire ClUTents 
If the steady-state current of 23.4 amp flowing in the line scction with 
end-effect to'wards Ajka is considered as a unity, the relative magnitudes of 
current flowing in other spans arc given in Table V. 
The total zero-sequence current fed in at Ajka taken as 100 per cent, 
the current distribution at TO'wer No. 132 was found to be as foUo,v's: 
current flowing into the earth through the tower .............. 22.4%) 
current flowing into the two ground WIres towards Ajka ....... 48.9% 
current flowing into the two ground wires towards Sojt6r ...... 28.7% 
It is to be noted that the current flowing through the tower by the arti-
ficial fault did not even reach one quarter of the total fault current and that 
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Serial lS"o. 
of span 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
Table V 
I Current related to the steady-state value 
Line section towards Line section towards 
Ajka Sojtor 
1.00 
1.02 
1.06 
Ll8 
1.31 
1.51 
1.75 
2.04 
2.49 
3.24 
4,.75 
:'10 reading 
was taken 
0.186 
0.40 
0.50 
0.83 
1.51 
2.35 
2.78 
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almost one half of the total fault current flowed into the ground wires towards 
the feeding point! 
In Fig. 11 are shown the currents flowing in the ground wires in the 
vicinity of the fault. 
Thus, 'when calculating the thermal stresses caused by fault currents 
in the ground ·wires, it should be taken into account, that the groUlid-wire 
current flo'wing in the first span adj acentto the fault is fiye-timcs thc steady-
state current of the ground wire! For this reason utmost care must be taken 
to ensure sound metallic conncctions at the fittings used for clamping the 
ground wires to the tower tops, since a higher contact resistance may cause 
local overheating and consequent damage (burning) of ground wires. 
It is very useful for the survey of actual conditions to sketch the percent-
age distribution of currents over the total measured line section. Fig. 12 in-
dicates the percentage yalues of currents flowing in the two ground wires, 
towers and in the earth, for one-side feeding, 'where the total value of fed-in 
zero-sequence fault current is taken as 100 per cent. For the sake of simplicity, 
the phase conductor is not sho'wn in the drawing. 
c) Effects resulting from specific soil resistivity and grounding resistance of 
towers 
Since along the measured line section, the soil resistivity was constant, 
presumably it did not influence the conditions of current distribution. 
The grounding resistance of the towers, however, had a considerable 
effect on the current distribution. This fact becomes clearly apparent in Tables 
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II and III and in Fig. 11. In the line section towards SijjtOr considerably 10-IV-er 
tower currents were found to pass into the earth through Towers No. 133 and 
No. 137, disturbing the regularity of the stepped curve. The grounding resist-
ance of both of these towers was about three times that of other towers. 
On the side towards Ajka no major deviations in the resistance of the 
tower groundings were found and the stepped curve shows a regular shape. 
d) Comparison of the values calculated by means of the Carson's formula with 
those obtained by the measurement 
The deviation between the 218 amp determined by means of the calcula-
tion given in Appendix 2 and in Section 3 and the average value of 225 amp 
obtained by the measurements is 3.2 per cent. 
Similarly, when comparing the calculated values of the steady-state 
currents flowing in the ground wires (2 X 14.6 = 29.2 amp) with those measured 
at Tower No. 58 (13.9 + 13.8 = 27.7 amp), a difference of 5.14 per cent is 
found. 
e) Average screening factor in the section "\\ith end-effect 
The screening factor as defined by the CCIF Recommendations can be 
determined by the ratio of the difference between the total fault current (If) 
and the current flowing in the considered line section to the total fault current, 
i.e. 
When determining I g, the ground-·wire currents must be related to the 
unit line length, thus 
I 1g • 11 + I 2g • 12 + . . . -;- I ng • In 
11 + 12 + .. - -;- In 
n 
.:E Ilg' 11 
1=1 
n 
,,-, l-
.L., [ 
1=1 
The screening factors thus calculated for the line section between Tower 
No. 132 and Ajka are contained in Table VI and are plotted in Fig. 13 in function 
of the distance taken from the artificial fault. 
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Table VI 
Distance from the fault (km) 0.5 
Screening factor: ke 0.58 0.65 0.7.t 0.81 0.86 
Ire I"f.vi ,-------------
v,. 
UJ ./ 
uo /' 
~~~-------------------J 5 6 I [km] 
Fig. 13. Value of screening factor (kel in function of distance (1) from the fault 
The screening factor valid for the line section without end-effect accord-
ing to relation 
k = If I g 
If 
is (using the readings taken at Tower No. 58): 
k G!. 0.9 
The screening factor ke valid for the line section with end-effect can 
also be determined by multiplying the factor k valid for the line section without 
ind-effect by a factor Se which serves for taking into account the end-effect 
in function of line length. 
Thus, 
The values of Se valid within the considered section are given in Table 
VII, while the relation Se = f (I) is plotted in Fig. 14. 
Table VII 
Distance from the fault (km) 0.5 
0.6.t5 0.72 0.90 0.95 
It is apparent from the above that the end-effect has a reducing effect on 
the screening factor. This reduction also manifests itself beyond the section 
subjected to the end-effect, although to a lesser extent. 
* 
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The results of measurements have shown that in the case of the investi-
gated overhead transmission line the section with end-effect extends to about 
10 spans, or 2.5 kilometres on either side of the fault. Almost half of the total 
fault current flo-ws through the ground wires towards the feeding point, this 
being an important factor in assessing the expectable thermal stresses imposed 
on the ground wires. The knowledge of the proportion of fault current flowing 
through the faulty tower directly into earth is required for calculating the 
"'-/ 
U,O 
~~L-____________________ __ 
3 5 6 / [km] 
Fig. 14. Yalllc of factor S, in function of distance (/) from the fault 
potential rise of the to,,-er structure. The measurements gave information on 
the effects caused by the resistance of to\\-er groundings. Finally, kno-wing 
the end-effect conditions, the screening effect, i. e. the reduction in the magni-
tude of interference can also be determined. 
In the References some specific papers and hooks are giyen in which 
theoretical considerations concerning the problems of current distribution 
between ground wires and earth, as ,reIl as data in the end-effect and the in-
fluence8 of these factors on interferenee, may he found. 
Appendix I 
Technical data of the overhead transmission line Ajka--Sojtor. 
Total length of oyerhcacl line: 77.3 km. 
Length of line section Ajka-Tower Ko. 132: 30.7 km. 
Length of line section Ajka-Tower :'\0. S8: 13.2 km. 
Type of to\\-er: single-circuit -with two ground wires, H-type suspcnsion towers 
(Fig. IS). 
Transmission line: single-circuit, 120 k V. 
Phase conductors: 
material 
equivalent aluminium 
cross-sectional area: 
diameter 
Gl\1R 
resistance 
ACSR 
llO mm2 ; 
1.S1 cm; 
0.622 cm; 
0.261 ohm/km; 
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_. _ 1016~ __ 
---'-
Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of the suspension and anchor towers 
clearance between phases: 
at suspension towers: 
at anchor towers: 
continuous current rating: 
Ground wires: 
608 
615 
335 
mm; 
mm; 
amp. 
material Steel, Grade Ill. 
nominal cross section 50 
diameter 0.9 
d.c. resistance 4.4 
clearance between ground wires 1050 
cm; 
ohm/km; 
cm; 
Specific soil conductiyity 4.65 
4.65 
10- 1.1 cgs = 
10-- 3 mho/m. 
Specific soil resistiyity along 
the measured line section: 
Appendix 2 
215 ohm·m. 
Calculation of zero-sequence impedance 
,'nth respect to the rating of the de-icing transformer and taking into 
account the giyen line length of 30.7 kilometres, thc zero-sequence circuit had 
to be composed of a single phase conductor and earth, instead of parallelled 
phase conductors and earth. This also simplified the set-up of the measurements 
·without affecting the characteristic results. 
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a) Zero-sequence impedance of a single phase conductor calculated from the 
Carson's formula 
= r + 0.00099 f = j 0.0029·f .lg ohm'km: GlVIR ' ' 
r 0.261 ohm/km, 
f 50 cjs; 
r-
6.59 . 104 11 J cm; g = 215 ohm· m, 
1365 m. 
With these data 
ZOc = 0.31 j 0.770 ohm/km 
b) Zero-sequence mutual impedance betlceen phase-conductor and ground WIres 
ZOm = 0.00099 f De J. 0.0029 . f· lu--b GlVID' 
GlvID = 835 cm, 
ZOm = 0.0495 + j 0.321 ohm/km. 
c) Zero-sequence self-impedance of ground lcires 
For this calculation it was assumed that each ground 'wire carried a cur-
rent of 10 amp. The calculation was based on the method described in the book 
"Symmetrical Components" by GESZTI, Kov . .\cs and YAJTA. 
Computation of the resistiYe componcnt: 
constansts relating to the 50 mm~ conductor a 
I' = aI = 2.2 . 10 = 22 amp 
Permcability: ,u' = 20: fi m,Ll' = 3.5 . 20 = 70; 
r 
70 
44 
yalue taken from the curye: S, = 1..5, 
thus: 
15.9; 
m 3.5 
lS;O) = 4.4 ·1.015 = 4..46 ohmikm 
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Computation of the inductive component: 
constants relating to the 50 mm~ conductor: a 1.75, 
l' = aI = 1.75 . 10 = 17.S amp 
Permeability: ,u' = 30; fl = mp' = 0.93 . 30 = 28; 
28 
GlVIR = r· e 4 = 0.415.10-3 cm 
Since there are two ground wires: 
m 0.93 
G1VIR1 = jI GI~iR· GM.D = V0.41S .10-2 • 1050 = 0.66 cm: 
:;ory = -+- 0.00099 f -+- 0.0029 ·f·Zg--'--
b 2 . GJVIR 
= 2.28 -+- j 0.771 ohm'km 
cl) Resllltant zero-seqllence impedance 
This can he calculated from the formula 
:;0111 = - 0.1027 -;- j 0.0319, 
" 
ZOI11 = _ 0.0364 -+- j 0.0262. 
'=:og 
hence. 
Z'o = 0.34,64 -+- j 0.7438 ohm/km. 
Thus. for the length 30.7 km, the following impedance is obtained: 
Zo = zol = 30.7 (0.3464 j 0.(438) = 10.65 -+- j 22.8 ohm. 
The resultant grounding resistance of Tower ~o. 132 is 4.6 ohm. so the total 
resietance of the loop is: 
Z = 15.25 -'- j 22.8 ohm, or its absolute value 27.4 ohm. 
e) The resistance of the earthing grid of Ajka POleer Station was neglected. 
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Summary 
The distribution of the zero-sequence current varies in the vicinity of the fault. After 
describing a series of measurements carried out on a 120 kY line section, the paper gives the 
results of measurements relating to the line section "ith end-effect, the distribution of the 
zero-sequence current in the ground "ire and earth along the section with end-effect, further· 
more the heating effect of current in the ground wires. 
After dealing with the influence of the grounding resistance of the towers, the paper 
gives screening factors, corrected so as to take the end-effect into consideration. 
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